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Estimating neutral rates: Why the era of
ultra-low rates may be coming to an end
●

We estimate that the median neutral (or equilibrium) interest rate across
developed markets has fallen by about 4 percentage points since the 1980s.
Demographic forces were the key driver, accounting for nearly half the decline.

●

Our latest estimates of the real neutral rate are –0.25% to 0.25% in the U.S.
and the euro area, 0.75% to 1.25% in the U.K. and Australia, 0% to 0.5% in
Japan and Canada, and –0.75% to –0.25% in Switzerland.

●

Policy rates may need to rise above the neutral rate in some markets this cycle,
given the higher inflation environment. This will help dampen demand and anchor
inflation expectations.

●

Neutral rates are expected to rise by around 110 basis points over the next
10 years. The green transition could boost the U.S. neutral rate by around 60
additional basis points. (A basis point is one-hundredth of a percentage point.)

●

For investors, higher neutral rates likely mean short-term pain, as rising rates
tend to crimp equity and fixed income returns. However, once rates reach their
new, higher equilibrium, long-term expected returns will be modestly higher.
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Part I: Motivation and background

employment with stable inflation. In this
environment, monetary policy should be
neither expansionary nor contractionary.

Over recent decades, both short- and long-term
real (or inflation-adjusted) interest rates have
declined across developed economies (see Figure 1).
This suggests that equilibrium interest rates,
which are unobservable, have fallen, pulling
observable interest rates down as well. Our aim
in this paper is to identify the key drivers of
equilibrium interest rates, also known as neutral
rates, and determine how far they have fallen
since the 1980s. In addition, we provide a forecast
for the expected path of neutral rates over the
next decade.

One challenge for policymakers in moving to
a neutral stance is that the neutral rate is
unobservable—similar to potential GDP, we
can estimate but will never know for certain
the true value. Nevertheless, neutral rate
estimates provide an important indication,
although imperfect, of whether the current
monetary stance is accommodative or restrictive.
They serve as an anchor for where policy rates
will settle in the future once there are no
distortions, such as the COVID-19 pandemic.

The neutral interest rate (also referred to as r*,
pronounced “r star”) is the real interest rate that
would prevail when the economy is at full

FIGURE 1.

Short- and long-term real rates have declined
a. Real short rate

b. Real 10-year government bond yields
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Note: Real short-term interest rates are calculated as the policy rate minus
headline inflation (year-on-year).
Source: Vanguard calculations, based on data from Bloomberg.
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Note: Real 10-year yields are calculated as the 10-year yield minus headline
inflation (year-on-year).
Source: Vanguard calculations, based on data from Bloomberg.
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The neutral rate can be defined along two
dimensions: global versus country-specific, and
short-term versus long-term. Figure 2 illustrates
the link between these dimensions of the neutral
rate.

neutral rate can be thought of as an anchor point
where country-specific neutral rates converge in
the long run. Over shorter time horizons, cyclical
headwinds or tailwinds can push the neutral rate
above or below its long-term average. This is the
key difference between short- and long-term
neutral rates.

For small, open economies such as Australia or
Canada, the neutral rate is heavily influenced by
the global neutral rate. Therefore, the global

FIGURE 2.

There are various ways to measure the neutral rate
Relationship between the global neutral rate and country-specific r*

Global long-run
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Persistent global
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Country-specific
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Global cyclical
factors

Global
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Country-specific
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Source: Secular Drivers of the Global Real Interest Rate, Rachel and Smith (2015).
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Drivers of the long-term neutral rate

The neutral rate will rise or fall as the savings
and investment schedules shift. For this reason,
it is critical to understand the underlying drivers
of the savings and investment schedules. In
Figure 3 and Figure 4 , we focus on six key drivers:
demographics, inequality, the global savings glut,
the relative price of capital, risk aversion, and
productivity growth (see Rachel and Smith, 2015,
for a more detailed overview). We provide a brief
discussion of the relationship between the drivers
and the neutral rate, which we test in Part II of
this paper.

The interest rate that equates savings and
investment in the long run is the equilibrium
interest rate, or the long-run neutral rate (see
Figure 3). (All subsequent references to the neutral
rate in this paper are to the long-run neutral
rate.) The savings schedule represents the desired
savings rate, which tends to rise as real rates
increase, hence the schedule slopes upward.
The investment schedule represents the desired
investment rate, which tends to fall as real rates
increase because it becomes more costly to
invest—hence the investment schedule slopes
downward.

In the academic literature, there are, broadly, four
cited approaches to estimate neutral rates, which
are detailed in Figure A-1 in the Appendix. These are:
reduced form models, semi-structural models,
macro-finance models, and dynamic stochastic
general equilibrium (DSGE) models.

FIGURE 3.

The neutral rate is the rate that equates
savings to investment

Global real interest rate

Slopes
downward
Slopes
upward

In this paper, we adopt a reduced form approach
for several key reasons. First, the model is
relatively simple to estimate compared with the
other three approaches.

Savings schedule
and the factors
that shift it
• Demographics
• Inequality
• Global savings
glut

Second, the standard errors are smaller than for
other approaches, such as the more popular
semi-structural approach. This means that we
have an improved degree of conviction in our
estimates.

Investment schedule
and the factors
that shift it
• Productivity
growth
• Relative price
of capital
• Risk aversion

And finally, unlike the other approaches, reduced
form models can provide an attribution for
neutral rates so we can better understand their
key drivers.

Global saving and investment (% of GDP)

Note: Figure 3 is a theoretical diagram only and is not based on underlying
data or analysis.
Source: Vanguard.
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FIGURE 4.

Six key drivers of the neutral rate
Schedule

Factors

Investment

Productivity growth

Correlation to r*

Higher productivity growth boosts demand for capital as it creates more investment
opportunities. This shifts the investment schedule and the neutral rate upward.

Shifts up

Relative price of capital
A rise in the relative price of capital implies that a given investment project now costs
more to pursue. Investment volumes now have to be maintained by committing a larger
share of GDP. This shifts the investment schedule and neutral rate upward.†

Shifts up

Risk aversion
Greater risk aversion increases the demand for safe and liquid assets, instead of riskier
(and potentially more productive) assets. This shifts the investment schedule and the
neutral rate downward.
Savings

Shifts down

Demographics
A decrease in the size of the young working-age population boosts the savings rate,
because this cohort tends to save less than the rest of the population. This shifts the
savings schedule outward and pushes down the neutral rate.

Shifts down

Income inequality
Higher income inequality boosts the savings rate, because higher-income cohorts tend to
have a higher savings rate than lower-income cohorts. This shifts the savings schedule
outward and pushes down the neutral rate.††
Global savings glut
A rise in global savings, led by China and other emerging-market economies, shifts the
savings schedule outward and pushes down the neutral rate.†††

Shifts down

Shifts down

Notes: † This offsets the effect of costlier capital leading to less investment. See for instance Rachel and Smith (2017). †† See Eggertsson and Mehrotra (2014),
Kumhof, Rancière, and Winant (2015), or Rachel and Smith (2017). ††† See Bernanke (2005).
Source: Vanguard.

Part II: Model estimation and results

We model the neutral rate in real terms as a
function of the six drivers discussed in Part I
(see Figures 3 and 4). Since we are interested in
the long-run neutral rate, we remove short-term
cyclical fluctuations. Specifically, we estimate
the long-run cointegrating relationship between
those drivers and interest rates. This long-run
cointegrating relationship is the source of our
neutral rate estimate. Our neutral rate is therefore
affected only by slow-moving developments in
those six structural drivers, consistent with the
definition of long-run neutral rates. (For more
details on our empirical approach, please refer
to Estimation in Figure A-4 in the Appendix.)

We estimate the neutral rate for 24 developedmarket economies. These include Australia,
Canada, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, the U.K.,
and the U.S. (For a full list of markets in our
analysis, please refer to Developed Markets in
Our Study in Figure A-2 in the Appendix.) We focus
on developed-market economies because these
markets possess similar characteristics that lend
themselves more readily to a multivariate model.
Our estimates are on a yearly basis, from 1982
to 2019.
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Figure 5a shows that neutral rates across

global population surge in the second half of the
20th century. This decline has reflected a fall in
the proportion of young dependents2 primarily
because of the fall in fertility rates. (Figure 6b
drills down on estimates across countries.)

countries have fallen over the last four decades.
In particular, the median neutral rate across all 24
developed-market economies in our data set has
declined by about 400 basis points since 1982.
The estimates exhibit a similar downward trend
across countries. Our latest estimates of the
neutral rate in real terms are –0.25% to 0.25%
in the U.S. and the euro area, 0.75% to 1.25%
in the U.K. and Australia, 0% to 0.5% in Japan
and Canada, and –0.75% to –0.25% in
Switzerland.

FIGURE 5.

Developed-market neutral rates have
declined because of multiple factors
a. Neutral rates have fallen across developed
markets
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As real rates can be harder to grasp than nominal
rates, we convert our real estimates of the neutral
rate into nominal ones.1 Our latest estimates of
the nominal neutral rate are 2% to 2.5% in the
U.S. and Canada, 1% to 1.5% in the euro area and
Japan, 2.5% to 3% in Australia and the U.K., and
0% to 0.5% in Switzerland. (For a complete list
of our nominal and real neutral rate estimates
for all 24 countries, please refer to Figure A-6 in
the Appendix.)
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Note: The euro area neutral rate estimate is an aggregate of the countries
that are part of the euro area.
Source: Vanguard; for underlying data see Figure A-2 and Figure A-3
in the Appendix.

Figure 5b shows the contribution of each driver

to the 400-basis-point fall in the median real
neutral rate since 1982. Demographic factors
(primarily a declining number of new entrants
to the workforce) were the driving force,
accounting for about 200 basis points of this
decline. Increased risk aversion is estimated to
have contributed about 90 basis points, followed
by the global savings glut (70 basis points) and
a rise in income inequality (22 basis points).
The decline in the price of capital and lower
productivity growth over the last decades seem
to have played only minor roles in driving down
neutral rates.

b. Demographic forces were the key driver
Change in
median neutral
rate since 1990,
percentage
points

1%
0

Price of capital
Demographics

–1

Risk aversion

–2

Inequality

–3
–4

Global savings glut
Productivity
Change in
neutral rate

–5

Neutral rates across countries appear to have
been driven lower by similar forces (see Figure 6a).
In the 1990s, demographic factors started to exert
downward pressure on neutral rates, as savings
rates increased. Population growth started to
decline substantially during that time, after
the baby boom in advanced economies saw the

Source: Vanguard, as of April 2022.

1

To arrive at the nominal neutral rate, we add realized inflation to the real neutral rate estimate. In particular, we use the four-year moving average of realized
inflation. This is consistent with our approach of using four-year moving averages for all six driver variables.

2

Rachel and Smith (2015) show that the decline in the proportion of young dependents (reflecting a slowdown in demographic growth) has more than offset
the gradual rise in the proportion of old-age dependents (linked to aging societies).
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FIGURE 6.

How neutral rates look across various economies
a. Neutral rates across countries appear to have been driven by similar forces
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b. Neutral rates across countries are not statistically different from one another
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4
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Real neutral rate
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Note: The chart shows our latest real neutral rate estimates, including 1 standard error (68% confidence interval) and 2 standard error bands
(95% confidence interval).
Source: Vanguard, as of April 2022.
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The global savings glut has added to that
downward pressure on neutral rates across
countries from the mid-2000s onward. Following
the Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s, many
emerging markets significantly increased their
foreign exchange reserves as a precaution to
better manage capital flows. This flooding of
capital markets with an increased supply of
savings has lowered neutral rates.

It is important to highlight that there is uncertainty
around these estimates. Figure A-5 in the Appendix
shows the standard error bands around our point
estimates for key regions. While these error bands
are noticeable, our reduced form approach allows
us to estimate the neutral rate with more
conviction, leading to smaller error bands than
with other approaches. Moreover, while the exact
point estimate might be inherently uncertain, the
error bands still serve as an anchor for where
policy rates will settle in the long run.

Inequality appears to have played a more crucial
role in some countries than in others. In the U.S.
in particular, rising inequality has contributed
an increasing share over the last decade to the
decline in the neutral rate, accounting for about
a third of the downward pressure in 2019. By
contrast, rising inequality has had a more limited
impact on neutral rates in the U.K., Australia,
and Germany.

We also recommend caution when it comes to
the ordering of the country-specific neutral rates.
As Figure 6b shows, the difference between our
estimates is statistically insignificant. This applies
to our latest estimates and to our 2030
projections of the neutral rate as analyzed in Part
III. This is consistent with the notion of a global
long-run neutral rate at which country-specific
neutral rates converge, absent shocks and
distortions, as highlighted in Figure 2.
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Part III: Forecasts

In Figure 7, we present an overview of past and
future expected drivers of the neutral rate. The
first point to note is that many of the trends
observed since the 1980s are expected to reverse
over the next decade. Hence, we expect neutral
rates to rise modestly from current low levels.
In terms of the underlying drivers, we expect
changes in productivity growth, risk aversion,
demographics, and the global savings glut to
place modest upward pressure on neutral rates
this decade, based on the reasons outlined in the
column on the right in Figure 7.

Over the next decade, we forecast a modest rise
in neutral rates across developed economies. For
investors, this likely means short-term pain during
the transition period, because rising rates tend to
crimp equity and fixed income returns. However,
once rates reach their new, higher equilibrium,
long-term returns will be modestly higher.
Our neutral rate forecast depends on developments for underlying variables, some of which,
like demographics, we can be quite certain of,
while for others, like risk aversion and inequality,
we accept more humility in forecasting.

FIGURE 7.

Multiple factors are expected to place upward pressure on neutral rates
1982–2020
Trend

Trend

Impact
on r*

Productivity growth

Lower

Lower

Higher

Higher

Relative price of capital

Lower

Lower

Flat

Flat

Risk aversion

Higher

Lower

Lower

Higher

Lower expected returns =
lower risk aversion†††

Demographics (share
of young dependents)

Lower

Lower

Higher

Higher

Young working-age population increases
for most countries

Income inequality

Higher

Lower

Flat

Flat

Global savings glut

Higher

Lower

Lower

Higher

Shifting factors
Investment

Savings

Next 10 years

Impact
on r*

Sources: † Davis et al. (2020), †† Curtis et al. (2021), ††† Lian, Ma, and Wang (2019), and ‡ Lemco et al. (2021).
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Reasoning
Idea multiplier suggests a return to
1990s productivity growth†
Rising labor costs offset higher business
capital expenditures††

Strong wage growth for low-wage
workers suspends structural trends
of increasing inequality
Slowdown in trade and declining trend
growth for China‡

When we introduce these variable assumptions
in our model, our estimation is for a modest
increase in real neutral rates across our country
set, ranging from approximately 0% in
Switzerland in 2030 to approximately 2% in
Australia (Figure 8a). These are median forecasts
with a standard error band of plus or minus 175
basis points, but a few things jump out.

The other primary contributors, the global
savings glut and risk aversion, constitute another
65 basis points and there are natural limits to
any potential upside in these underlying variables.
(For the increase that green investment could
provide, see “Green investment could boost U.S.
neutral rate by around 60 basis points by 2030”
on page 14.)

First, a return to 1980 or even 1990 neutral rates
is highly unlikely considering the demographic
landscape, a variable with a high degree of
predictability. Such a return would require a huge
positive fertility shock, on the scale of the postWorld War II baby boom, and even then, the
impact would not be felt for almost 20 years.
As Figure 8b demonstrates, demographics are
expected to contribute about 20 basis points
to the overall median developed-market neutral
rate increase of 110 basis points.

While the COVID-19 pandemic had little effect
on 2020 long-term neutral rates because of the
remarkable economic and financial recovery, we
anticipate that 2030 neutral rates will be 25 basis
points higher because of productivity gains and
a reduction in income inequality following the
pandemic. 3

FIGURE 8.

How neutral rates might look in coming years
a. Neutral rates are expected to rise modestly
this decade

Real interest rates

6.0%

4.0

b. Demographic contributors to rate increase
Contribution
to change in
neutral rate
2020–30,
percentage
points
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Median
forecasts
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Canada
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0.6
0.4
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Global savings glut
Income inequality
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Demographics
Productivity
Price of capital

0.2
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States

0.0

1.2%
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Sources: Vanguard model estimates, based on data from Penn World Tables, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Our World in Data,
the International Monetary Fund, the World Inequality Database, and the St. Louis Federal Reserve Database.

3

See Clark, D’Ambrosio, and Lepinteur (2020). We estimate that COVID-19 will have a negative net effect on intra-country income inequality (less inequality)
for most developed economies over the 2020 decade but will raise inter-country inequality.
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Recall that the neutral rate is the interest rate
at which policy is neither expansionary nor
contractionary. In the inflationary environment
that most developed economies currently face,
central bankers would desire to make fast
progress toward contractionary policy to slow
aggregate demand and restore supply/demand
equilibrium.

This is precisely what current market pricing is
suggesting, with the terminal rate for most
economies above our neutral rate estimates, as
shown in Figure 9. This suggests that the market
believes that short-term headwinds will not
impede further monetary tightening, as central
banks’ inflation mandate takes top priority.

FIGURE 9.

Markets are pricing a terminal rate higher than our neutral rate estimate this cycle

Nominal interest rate

5%
4
3
2
1
0

United States
Market

Australia

Euro area

Japan

Canada

United Kingdom

Switzerland

Vanguard

Notes: Vanguard neutral rate estimates are based on a 2025 real neutral rate forecast plus a 2% inflation assumption for the U.S., Australia, and Canada; a 1.8%
assumption for the euro area; and a 1% assumption for Switzerland and Japan. The market terminal rate is the maximum overnight indexed swap implied rate
between 2022 and 2027 as of June 17, 2022.
Sources: Vanguard calculations, based on data from Bloomberg.
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Green investment could boost U.S.
neutral rate by around 60 basis points
by 2030

There is a large degree of uncertainty in those
estimates. Vanguard proprietary research found
that “the extent to which additional investment
boosts long-run economic growth will depend
on the type of investment implemented and the
degree to which the private sector is crowded
out, among other factors” (Westaway et al.,
2022). Additionally, the degree and speed of the
decline in fossil fuel investment because of the
green transition will likely also influence the
effect of the green transition on neutral rates.

Green investments made to combat the
damaging effects of climate change have the
potential to raise neutral rates. We’ve analyzed
the likely impact of green investment on the U.S.
neutral rate in a scenario consistent with the goal
of net zero carbon dioxide emissions by 2050
under a given set of assumptions.4
Estimates of the additional annual investment
required to reach net zero by 2050 range from
0.5% to 3.0% of GDP, according to various
studies. 5 This is consistent with our view
outlined in Westaway et al., 2022.

Overall, we estimate the green transition could
boost the U.S. neutral rate by a range of 10
basis points to 100 basis points, depending on
assumptions for the required investment needs.
Graph A shows an estimated midpoint of the
impact.

We use these estimates to quantify the impact
of the green transition on neutral rates. This is
based on the empirical relationship between
investment (percent of GDP) and neutral rates,
as found by Rachel and Smith (2015).

GRAPH A.

Green investment could boost the U.S. neutral
rate by about 60 basis points
U.S. nominal
neutral rate
estimate
by 2030

There are reasons to argue for a higher impact
for green investment on neutral rates than implied
by these estimates, because these were based on
“traditional” investment needs. Green-spending
multipliers are estimated to be potentially twice
as large as for traditional carbon-based spending
(see Batini et al., 2021). This would imply a steeper
investment schedule for green investment, and in
turn a larger effect on equilibrium neutral rates.

3.3%
2.7%
1.9%

Additional increase
due to green
investment eﬀorts
U.S. neutral rate
by 2030
U.S. neutral rate
as of 2019

Source: Vanguard, as of April 2022.

4

The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has formulated several Representation Concentration Pathways (RCPs). Each
RCP represents a different trajectory for global warming and greenhouse gas emissions over time. RCP1.9 is consistent with global warming of up to
1.5o centigrade. This is consistent with the aspirational goal of the Paris Agreement.

5

See Lenaert, Tagliapietra, and Wolff, 2021. For instance, the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) projects about 3% of GDP of additional
investment needs. Also, please refer to Westaway et al. (2022).
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Conclusion: Lower for not much longer
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Appendix
FIGURE A-1

Background: Key approaches to modeling neutral rates
Approach

Description

Example

Reduced form models

The long-term neutral rate is estimated as
a function of key long-term drivers, using a
univariate or multivariate linear regression.

Fiorentini et al. (2018)

Semi-structural models

The long-term neutral rate is estimated using
a structural model. The most famous of these
is Holston Laubach Williams, where the neutral
rate is the rate at which the economy is at full
strength with stable inflation.

Laubach and Williams (2003)
Holston, Laubach, and Williams (2019)

Macro-finance models

Long-term neutral rate estimates are extracted
from financial markets data using term-structure
models.

Christensen and Rudebusch (2017)

DSGE models

The short-term neutral rate is estimated using
a general equilibrium model.

Smets and Wouters (2007), Gerali
and Neri (2017), or Brand, Bielecki,
and Penalver (2018)

Source: Vanguard.

FIGURE A-2

Developed markets in our study
Developed-market economies

Markets

North America

United States
Canada

Euro area

Austria
Belgium
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain

Other developed markets
in Europe (EU, European
Economic Area, and others)
and Middle East

Denmark
Sweden
Norway
Switzerland
Israel
United Kingdom

Other developed markets

Australia
Japan
New Zealand
South Korea

Notes: Our estimates of the neutral rate are on a yearly basis, from 1982 to
2019. We estimate the neutral rate (real) for 24 developed-market economies.
Source: Vanguard.
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FIGURE A-3

The variables
Variable

Description

Source

Real short-term interest rate

Nominal annual short-term interest rate
(3-month) minus two-year average of
annual inflation

Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD)

Productivity growth

Total factor productivity growth, yearly
and in %

Penn World Table 10.0

Demographics

Young share, defined as the share of those
15–24 compared with those 15–64

Our World in Data

Risk aversion

Average of 1) equity market spread
(earnings yield minus 20-year government
bond yield), 2) fixed income spread (BAA yield
minus 20-year government bond yield), and
3) bank credit spread (lending minus deposit
rate)

Federal Reserve Economic Data,
Bloomberg (not country-specific)

Relative price of capital

Price of capital relative to consumption

OECD

Global savings glut

China current account, % of GDP

International Monetary Fund
(not country-specific)

Inequality

Income of top 10% compared with that of
bottom 50%

World Inequality Database

Notes: We include seven variables in our data set, all on a yearly basis. These are the short-term real interest rate, as well as the six variables that drive
developments in the neutral rate in our analysis. We include four-year moving averages of the driver variables to smooth out cyclical fluctuations.
Source: Vanguard.

FIGURE A-4

Estimation
We proceed in three steps to estimate the neutral
rate: i.) panel unit root testing, ii.) cointegration
testing, and iii.) estimating the cointegrating
relationship.

So-called first-generation panel unit root tests
have assumed cross-sectional independence,
which can be difficult to justify for our purposes
as cross-sections will likely be influenced by
common forces. The PANIC test is based on a
factor model in which nonstationarity can arise
from either common factors or idiosyncratic
components, or both.6 All variables in our model
are nonstationary based on the PANIC test.

i.) Panel unit root testing

We use Bai and Ng’s (2004) Panel Analysis of
Nonstationarity in Idiosyncratic and Common
Components (PANIC) to test for unit roots.
This test belongs to the category of secondgeneration panel unit root tests, which relax the
assumption of cross-sectional independence.

6

See Bai and Ng (2004). Also see http://www.eviews.com/help/helpintro.html#page/content%2Fadvtimeser-Cross-sectionally_Dependent_Panel_Unit_Root_
Test.html%23ww196898
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ii.) Cointegration testing

iii.) Estimating the cointegrating relationship

To test for cointegration between the variables,
we use the Pedroni (2004) test, which extends the
Engle-Granger framework to cointegration testing
involving panel data. Pedroni proposes tests for
cointegration that allow for heterogenous
intercepts as well as trend coefficients across
cross-sections. Under the null hypothesis of no
cointegration, the residuals of the spurious
regression should be I(0), or ρ = 1. The null is
tested against two alternative hypotheses:
1) the homogenous alternative (ρ = ρ <1) and
2) the heterogenous alternative (ρi = ρ <1). Our
variables can be cointegrated according to the
Pedroni test.

Finally, we estimate the cointegrating relationship between the six drivers and the real shortterm interest rate. This long-run cointegrating
relationship is the source of our neutral rate
estimate. We use Fully Modified OLS (FMOLS)
because if we estimate this via normal OLS, the
associated standard errors are not consistently
estimated. FMOLS employs a semi-parametric
correction to eliminate this problem. It is
asymptotically unbiased and has fully efficient
normal asymptotics.7
The above implies that we are able to estimate
neutral rates across countries and over time,
allowing for country-specific intercepts, and
assuming a homogenous cointegrating vector.

yi,t = αi + δi,t + β1i x1i,t + β2i x2i,t + ··· + βMi x Mi,t + ei,t

ei,t = p i ei,t − 1 + ui,t
FIGURE A-5

Inherent uncertainty around neutral rate estimation
Germany

United Kingdom
8
Estimated neutral rate (real), %

Estimated neutral rate (real), %

8
6
4
2
0
–2
–4
1990

1994

1998

2002

2006

2010

2014

2
0
–2

1994

1998

2002

2006

2010

2014

2018

1994

1998

2002

2006

2010

2014

2018

Canada
8
Estimated neutral rate (real), %

8
Estimated neutral rate (real), %

4

–4
1990

2018

United States

6
4
2
0
–2
–4
1990

6

1994

1998

2002

2006

2010

2014

2018

6
4
2
0
–2
–4
1990

Note: One standard error (68%) confidence interval.
Source: Vanguard.

7

See Pedroni (2004). Also see http://www.eviews.com/help/helpintro.html#page/content%2Fnsreg-Estimating_a_Cointegrating_Regression.
html%23ww256789
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FIGURE A-6

FIGURE A-7

Region-specific estimates as of the
end of 2019
Middle third
r* (nominal)

20%

Bottom third

Nominal neutral rate

Top third

Nominal neutral rate estimates over time

r* (real)

Australia

3.0 Top

1.2 Top

Austria

1.3 Middle

Belgium

2.1 Top

0.3 Middle

Canada

2.2 Top

0.3 Middle

Denmark

2.7 Top

2.0 Top

Finland

2.0 Middle

1.0 Top

–0.5 Bottom

France

1.9 Middle

Germany

1.2 Middle

Israel

1.5 Middle

Italy

0.7 Bottom

–0.1 Middle

Japan

1.0 Bottom

0.4 Middle

Luxembourg

1.2 Bottom

–0.1 Middle

Australia

12

Canada

8

United
States

4

Euro area
Japan

0

Switzerland

–4

0.7 Top

1982 1988

FIGURE A-8

Nominal neutral rate forecasts

0.4 Middle

14%

2.7 Top

12

Norway

4.1 Top

1.6 Top

10

Portugal

–0.1 Bottom

–0.9 Bottom

Slovakia

–1.6 Bottom

–3.1 Bottom

Slovenia

0.1 Bottom

–1.0 Bottom

South Korea

1.3 Middle

0.1 Middle

Spain

0.0 Bottom

–1.0 Bottom

Nominal neutral rate

1.9 Middle

2.7 Top

2018

1.1 Top

4.4 Top

–0.2 Bottom

2000 2006 2012

Source: Vanguard; for underlying data see Figure A-2 in the Appendix.

New Zealand

Switzerland

1994

–0.3 Bottom

Netherlands

Sweden

United
Kingdom

16

1.0 Top

3.2 Top

United States

1.9 Middle

–0.2 Bottom

Euro area

1.2 Middle

–0.2 Middle

Developed markets
(Median)

1.7 Middle

0.3 Middle

United
Kingdom

8

Median
forecasts

6

1.2 Top

United
States
Japan

2

–2

Canada

Euro area

4

Switzerland

0

–0.6 Bottom

United Kingdom

Australia

1990

1998

2006

2014

2022

2030

Note: There is a 2% inflation assumption for the U.S., Canada, Australia,
and the U.K., a 1.8% assumption for the euro area, and a 1% assumption
for Switzerland and Japan.
Source: Vanguard; for underlying data see Figure A-2 in the Appendix.

Note: The nominal neutral rates assume a 1% steady-state inflation for Japan
and a 2% steady-state inflation for all other countries in our sample.
Source: Vanguard, as of April 2022.
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